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I spent a couple of months walking through New York City taking photos of various mural arts.
During COVID pandemic when every street echoes silence I walked around the city as a
lonetraveler from another time and place. These images are small part of street art expression
where artists painted on the boards put up to protect their businessesfrom looters and Black
Lives Matter movements which engulfed the city with powerful sweep against injustice.Within
the confines of limiting ways of self-expressionism artists boiled their energy by using their
creative expressionismon these boards as their canvases. Regardless of backgrounds or
beliefs, these expressions became 'mural arts' from simple doodle-like to more rich and vibrant
one of a kind arts.In this book I chose photos from over 1000 images which I felt strongly depict
those months.As a filmmaker I am currently making a documentary as well.It is my sincere hope
that these photos will strike at the core of strange, dark times as well as allow your hearts
toreveal and understand the meaning behind these expressionism through new artistic
expressionism.These artists were inspired purely from their soul, expressing own frustrations,
aggression through explosive energyto tell their stories on the mural space. I believe that 2020
has been a year where we saw fear, shut-downs and confinementbut I feel that human spirit will
never lose sense of hope for the future. It is my hope that this book will provide artistic movement
within you.



These images are a part of street art expression where artists painted on the boards put up to
protect the windows of closed businesses in New York City by those who feared the protests for
Black Lives Matter. The artists who used these boards as their canvas are of different
nationalities, they held different political opinions, but ultimately their art is their contribution to
the fight against racism in the USA.After the first boards went up, to cover broken windows, other
buildings followed suit and I began to see graffiti appearing on some of the boards, then later
more artists were painting on the boards. There appeared to be no specific leader or manager or
curator behind of these paintings in downtown Manhattan. In Brooklyn, there were some
organized painting sessions. I talked with 50 artists, I found them on Instagram or spotted them
in the street. Many of the artists agreed to be interviewed by me. Some of them didn’t answer
and some of them blocked meI am an artist myself, a curator and filmmaker. I used to work in
Tribeca for a short period of time with a gallery that turned out to be a vanity gallery. The director
did not pay me and others but took money from artists. This business has closed down now and
during the protests the building owners put up some boards so I decided I wanted to organize
and document the painting of these boards as an ironic full circle for the artists and curators who
were treated badly by that gallery and owner.The visual art history in New York was so much
deeper and more powerful than in any parts of the USA. New York City was and is more open
minded. The area of Soho in Manhattan was the home of many artists and art movements, it has
a very special place in the history of American art. Now when you are in Soho it is full of
expensive real estate and high end shopping restaurant and bars. Now is most expensive and is
full of brands branch . It is close is poor area as well.Chinatown changed but not so much.
Chinese have local newspaper too and one of this local newspaper published an article about 3
of wall street painter.Board painter as painting on the wall need to permission and without
permission is a crime. Like graffiti which is crime and police have special unit for investigation
and following them and punishing them. After black lives matter movement and painting on the
boards, police didn’t stop anyone. No one from the government supported any of these
artists.Some of artists are living in soho. Some of artists are living in Gatu and dont have good
life. I met some artists who were veteran and one of interesting artist was in us air force
intelligence service. Even he didn’t had money for his daily life. I introduced him to another guy
who was rich boy . I thought they will cover each other, as they are against capitalist system.I
knew this is not May 1968 and New York is not Paris. These protest is not left protest. Although
President Trump called them terrorists. Communists and some Republicans called them liberal. I
believe these are signs and in the control not out of the control; as paintings are on the board.
Painters didn’t destroyed anything.I started to reach out as I can and we choose some of them
as can show facts of society. In this edition. Only I included painting that i choose them and next
edition will introduce painters and publish interview with them. I try to include some images that
for people who didn’t had chance to see painting. Not all painting politics and not all painters
were a part of protest. Not everyone care about against racism .These painting don’t have
beginning and don’t have an end. People try to make a beginning. Beginnings have an end. So I



prefer start from the end as T.S Elliot did .These images are poetry and untold stories. The
painters believe it is finished and I believe it is not. The most important fact is the movement not
a painting on the wood.Why these paintings can be importantWe cant separate them from
graffiti as some graffiti joined this movement. It actually wasn’t a movement. I called ity
nycartmovement and some artists didn’t like it. Maybe it’s because I’m an foreigner and some
people belive a foreigner shouldn’t talk.How do some artists try to categorize their self? Are they
black speakers? Some of them are black. It doesn’t matter if they are a painter or a dead artist.
Are these painting by ghost artists?American people know Andy Warhol or pop art. Are these
painting are going to same American way? If Warhol is their God, why do you need a protest?
Pop art was a capitalist trick or was a way for involve audience. Collectors made money base of
graphic forms and design. They called it pop art and seems is same as Soviet art.What was
Marcel Duchamp philosophy point? He is not well known in America as Pollack is, and as a list
of Abstract expressionists are.Soviet communists rejected Abstract art as Hitler did. It seems in
the US history, Trump is first president that is against painters. He tweeted his anger about
paintings In front of his tower. He mentioned these paintings are full of hate.I spent months to
take photos and mostly to think. I thought this is glory for New York. Art history and humanity as I
belive a real artist should spread love and hope. A real artist is like elephant in darkroom story by
Rumi. To see the truth, we need need a light.
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